Global Communication Training

Zoom Core English Workshop

This is a 3-hour workshop conducted via Zoom where participants are introduced to, trained in and coached on global communication concepts. Firstly, they are introduced to the 3 fundamentals of global communication: confidence, logic and partnership.

Next, they learn and practice Core English (a simplified and globally effective means of presenting ideas, giving opinions, explaining processes, responding to opinions, summarizing information and much more) which helps to promote confidence and logic in the participants.

Finally, there will be lots of opportunity for practice, presentation and feedback for the participants using breakout rooms in the Zoom application.

At the end of the program, we offer strategies for continued self improvement with the option for one to one online coaching for accelerated development.

3-hour online workshop

What are Global Communication Skills?
identifying how to make quick improvements in global communication situations

Core English Concept
presenting a flexible and immediately applicable tool for global communication

Practice
participants applying the concept to their own issues

Presentation
a chance to present and group feedback

Core English Summaries
further application of the Core English concept

Development Strategies
introducing resources to continued improvement